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It's not a faith in technology,

It's faith in people...“
”- Steve Jobs
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Editor's Notes 

Bindu Vijayan

Nirav has written on the evolving landscape of Blockchain. 

Now if this makes you think two articles on Blockchain can't be 

all that different, read on, Nirav takes us back from when 

Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 wrote his paper on peer to peer 

electronic cash system, the technology that Bitcoin adopted, 

and the consensus models used in these hyperledgers.

Rajalakshmi writes 'Is IT truly enabling digital transformation?', 

she says "When CIOs and CTOs try to find answers to the 

various demands of their CEOs, the thing that keeps running 

in their minds are how can I embrace technology faster at a 

lower cost to get better results to get the title of a digitally 

transformed organization. A definite pillar in this answer is IT 

Process Automation and Business Process Automation."

I have written on AI as I find the technology powering so 

many aspects of business as well as our daily lives. I am as 

always, in awe of technology, and I should admit, AI leaves me 

wide-eyed and yo-yoing between Hollywood sci-fi 

probabilities and empowering human lives - Neural Lace, 

brain-typing, skin-hearing, autonomous networks, AI is so 

fascinating.

Vignesh chose to write on 'Search Engine Optimisation' (SEO), 

he says from times of 'pasting posters on compound walls to 

posting advertisements in their Facebook walls, it has been an 

interesting journey for advertising, he says they are not 'just 

finders' on the net, read on to know more.

Shalini writes "There's always something new and better in the 

market each day as businesses compete against each other 

while eventually aiming to produce their latest innovation to 

hit the market. We people are change-weary, yet these 

changes are often in response to a world that is changing 

even faster" in her article 'The creative Mind: Head above 

Ground'.

Happy reading.

The magazine turned 3 in March, and it has been our 

endeavor to have Industry Leaders as guest writers, to have 

them share their views and insights on a wide range of topics, 

from technology to organizational culture. 

For this edition we have Mr. S. Chandra Mouli, CTO & CIO of 

Sankara Nethralaya, a not-for-profit missionary institution for 

ophthalmic care in Chennai, India, writing for the magazine. 

Going by their hospital tradition, he writes 'You are not alone - 

Technology for Humanity'.

Balaji and Anoop have written on Quality Assurance driven by 

AI.  They say, "It allows for intelligent discernments on software 

stability and typical defects. It enables an adaptable platform 

which can cater to diverse technology environments."

Selva has written about Blockchain technology and 

cryptocurrencies.  He writes How much do we really know 

about Blockchain Technology or Cryptocurrencies? The answer 

is “not much”. So, I thought of sharing the basic information 

on these terminologies using simple plain English without 

using too many technical jargons.



He is happy that automation and technology is able to make a 

significant impact on the society.

Chandra Mouli and his wife are avid nature lovers and fond of 

the peace and tranquility away from the crowd, “Both of us 

keep ourselves engaged growing medicinal plants and 

flowering plants at home. We have a very good collection of 

these plants at home and we spend at least one hour a day 

with the plants, taking care of them besides growing our own 

basic vegetables for our needs.” he says with pride. They love 

animals, particularly dogs and cows; they visit a Goshala 

(shelter for cows) near their home very often. He also enjoys 

working for the community, taken care of some from 

childhood till their employment! That kind of commitment is 

indeed quite rare.

He adds, “I am inherently attracted to Carnatic music because I 

did play Mirudangam –(a percussion instrument – till my 

college days ). I am a great fan of Sanjay Subramanyam the 

legendary Carnatic music singer and Aruna Sairam. My daily 

ritual during the long drive from home to work is to listen to 

them and get energized. “

“Over the last few years I have ensured that I stopped 

watching TV (other than live sports), and I have stopped 

reading newspapers. It helps me not only to save precious 

time but also helps me to stay positive and do good things in 

life…”

Here's an interesting anecdote from him;

Mr. Greg Webber, former President of Insurance Business 

segment, SunGard, welcomed Mr. Mouli and introduced him 

to Sungard's Global executive team at Atlanta when he joined 

the company as the VP to Head Global Delivery, Product 

Delivery an Product Implementation;

Mr. Webber said, "It is my pleasure to welcome Mr. Chandra 

Mouli, VP for Global delivery. “As I understand his name 

according to Hindu scriptures depict Lord Shiva the carrier of 

fate who is also the LORD Of DESTRUCTION, he would be 

responsible to bring in creative destruction which will enable the 

Business segment to usher in better product releases through 

improved quality & testing, optimize costs and enhance global 

services."

Sankara Nethralaya (SN) is a not-for-profit missionary 

institution for ophthalmic care in Chennai, India. In "Sankara 

Nethralaya" Sankara is a reference to Adi Shankaracharya, the 

early 8th century Indian Philosopher and Theologian, and 

Nethralaya translates as "The Temple of the Eye"; the institution 

takes pride in 'offering expert ophthalmic care with 

compassion through a committed professional team'. Sankara 

Nethralaya receives patients from India and the world over. 

Chandra Mouli believes "the secret of getting ahead is getting 

started". His proficiencies include business transformation and 

Technology driven Innovation, Product Management & Service 

redesign, Digital transformation, Tele Medicine, Information 

security, Quality & continuous improvement. He is a Mentor 

and on the Advisory Board of a few companies, a Technical 

member at the Anna University, a Technology evangelist & a 

speaker at various forums, and is a member of the CIO Klub, 

Chennai.

Chandra Mouli drives the institution's technology 

transformation program with a mission to deliver sustainable 

and affordable technology for the masses. The technology-led 

solutions drive improved patient engagement, enhancing 

efficiency and lowering costs. He successfully kickstarted the 

center for Ophthalmic technology & innovation Successful 

launch of educational APPS for optometry. As part of the 

larger community reach, the technology solutions have also 

been implemented in 120 locations across India and widely 

used by other leading ophthalmic hospitals in India. The 

solutions include Implementation of Electronic medical 

records, Hospital management systems, and related areas. 

Chandra Mouli admits he is a workaholic and says he is at 

peace with work despite his everyday 12-hour schedules. He 

derives a lot of satisfaction from it as he is able to touch 

people's lives, especially the indigent and 'those in stress'. 
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You are not 
Alone - 

Technology for 
Humanity

Healthcare must be driven with a singular motive of keeping 

Patient safety and wellbeing first. Technology in healthcare 

must enable a safe, timely and effective patient centered 

efficient and equitable services. The stakeholders in healthcare 

service delivery include, besides the patient and their 

dependents, the practitioners and care / service providers, 

educationalists, Governments and other institutions for 

devising intervention measures wherever and whenever 

required. The proverbial issues in Healthcare will always remain 

Affordability, Quality and Access. The only question that needs 

to be answered will always be 'who pays for it', and that 

requires both innovation and compassion. 

Technology could be the biggest game changer and effective 

enabler to improve:

Implementation of Technology and Information systems in 

health care pose a significant challenge due to a variety of 

reasons. The complexities include, information needs of 

various Medical specialties, data from variety of sources which 

include internal and external, the clinical conditions of the 

patient, quality of provider and their process maturity.

With vast changes happening in the field of technology, the 

biggest opportunity will be to transform data and make it 

actionable. The vast and fragmented information continues to 

be the biggest challenge and impediment for such a 

transformation.  can benefit not only Actionable information

the patients but also the other stakeholders and humanity as a 

whole.

The other biggest challenges to medicine is the incorporation 

of information technology in its practices. The impediments 

include, knowledge of such practices, qualified resources and 

their availability and training in complex domain and 

information technology. Further, once developed, the most 

difficult thing is the decision to act based on indicators and 

follow through keeping in mind the patient safety and 

wellbeing.

A data-aware and data-driven systems can significantly 

improve processes, reduce errors, unlock the value of the 

information and make it actionable keeping in mind the 

patient safety and patient wellbeing. Developing such kind of 

systems require missionary zeal, both in developing and 

maintaining systems. The challenges include legacy 

transformation, quality of data, maturity, and quality of 

resources, digital literacy, besides timely funding to drive these 

initiatives.

Quality of care and services 

Quality of Health workforce 

Medical Products & Vaccines 

Financing 

Leadership / Governance
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Disruptions happening in the technology field include working 

on Augmented reality, AI-driven systems, Immersive 

experience, API driven integration with external systems, real-

time analytics, an automated conversational platform for 

consistent and superior patient experience and wellbeing.

 

The mesh of new ideas and technologies also pose significant 

challenges in execution which require effort in change 

management and strong program management. The 

challenges of data, privacy, and cybersecurity continue to 

plague. Effective policy measures must be in place to provide 

high availability of data without compromising information 

privacy for the stakeholders.

 In summary, the role of CIOs and CTOs now transcend from 

running IT organizations into being Chief Innovation Officer to 

usher in technology-driven services which can transform 

effective Healthcare services, keeping in mind the present and 

future needs of the stakeholders. Healthcare IT organizations 

are required to provide a high availability keeping the 

stakeholder's interests in mind. A 100% availability can never 

be considered as a key differentiator anymore. The biggest 

measure of success is to be seen as an innovative leader who 

can drive a vision and usher in changes, providing cost-

effective, innovative solutions and superior patient and user 

experience consistently.

Thankfully with the advent of technological advancements due 

to Cloud, internet and mobile, technology is now becoming a 

level playing field. The same set of tools and techniques 

available in the west is now made available across to everyone 

who could use it and benefit. Tomorrow's leaders are those 

who can innovate leveraging these technologies. More flexible 

models, include pay for use, on-demand services make 

developing more intelligent systems much easier and faster 

making the availability of technology more pervasive.

The biggest challenge still continues in evangelizing the 

changes, educating the workforce and adoption of these 

technologies which can benefit the stakeholders. The depth of 

the changes happening in the technology field is too vast for 

any one individual to master in a lifetime and develop systems.

Healthcare CIOs and CTOs must develop innovative delivery 

models to solve the plethora of problems they face in their 

day-to-day operations, and they must have the ability to stay 

ahead of the curve. The transition from Chief Information 

and Technology Officer to Chief Innovation Officer is the 

need for the day. Such a transition could unleash significant 

benefits for the entire user community. Ideas must include 

Innovation centers to incubate new solutions which can solve 

common problems faced in daily operations, transforming 

technology, data, besides providing a new generation of 

solutions for practice management.
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Quality 
Assurance 
Driven by 
Artificial 

Intelligence

Customers are more digitally savvy than ever before. They 

expect more from technology, requiring it to become more 

intuitive and deliver greater benefits.

Bringing Machine Learning and Analytics together to harness 

the wealth of data and automate will drive businesses towards 

unprecedented QA efficiencies. The learning allows valuable 

insights into failure predictions, defects and patterns to help 

automate and improve stability and quality and reduced 

effort. The cognition AI can bring into QA provides a stable 

and systematic approach for identifying defects early in the 

project lifecycle, and automating provides the capability of an 

almost flawless execution.

To derive patterns from operations data for analysis, generate 

synthetic and artificial test data will improve test cases and 

testing. And AI for QA helps us overcome the challenges we 

face with traditional testing techniques. It allows for intelligent 

discernments on software stability and typical defects. It 

enables an adaptable platform which can cater to diverse 

technology environments.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) in Quality Assurance is a game 

changer in today's SQA world. Machine learning algorithms 

has helped in achieving greater standards in terms of 

enhanced Customer Focus, Cost Optimisation & Superior 

Customer Satisfaction. With intelligence being programmed 

into QA, insights are provided in real-time, removing latency 

in the system. AI brings the predictive advantage to finetune 

processes, hone quality along with faster delivery. Being able 

to predict defects results in better models.

Science behind AI QA Platform:

Human Intelligence + Machine Intelligence = AI QA platform. 

Traditional QA has helped today's digital world gain a lot of 

wisdom. With this acquired knowledge and leveraging the 

power of Machine Learning Algorithms a superior quality 

assurance function is re-born.

Correlation -> Mining Pattern -> Descriptive / Prescriptive / 

Predictive Insights -> Knowledge Base
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Business Process Assurance – Platform assures that 

applications and services meet the demands of the business 

and customers by validating individual features and functions. 

Platform intelligently compares core business processes across 

the enterprise and plots application or services on a risk matrix 

visually. This unified dashboard provides a complete view of 

risk and vulnerabilities across various business processes within 

the enterprise. 

Predicting Weak Spots – Predicting areas of failure and 

providing insights to engineers, on functionalities that need 

more test coverage. Platform learns from historical events that 

has been occurring for the application under test and provides 

insights.

Values Attained

Metrics that can be derived from AI platforms are many. But 

there are perceptible results that accelerate the performance 

of a SQA organisation by leveraging AI platform.

Customer Focus – Insights projected are driven from a 

customer's eye. 

Cost Optimisation – Near real time Predictive and Descriptive 

analytics drives productivity improvements.

Superior Customer Satisfaction – Zero vulnerabilities in 

business process and functionality drive better customer 

satisfaction.

Leverage Data to Drive, Smarter & Faster Quality Assurance

Organisations demand high quality products and at a faster 

turnaround time. Artificial intelligence has entered our day-to-

day living, and this can help organisations deliver high quality 

outputs with minimal or zero manual intervention. 

Knowledge in various facets of quality assurance is key to build 

and implement an AI QA platform for any organisation. By 

partnering with GAVS, which has attained highest maturity 

in SQA functions, customers can efficiently embrace the 

power of Artificial Intelligence in SQA.

Correlate Raw Data – Inputs from business requirements, test 

cases, unit testing, defects logged, xRTM (extended RTM – 

mapping functionality to business objectives) and other test 

assets that may be available in an enterprise are fed into the 

big data platform using connectors. Natural Language 

Processing (NLP) technique is applied to interpret the raw data 

received from various sources. Machine learning algorithms 

correlate the data.

Pattern Mining – Machine learning algorithms self-learn and 

upskill the patterns to derive meaningful insights that is 

valuable for business sponsors and test engineers. 

Reinforcement Learning techniques are leveraged to mine the 

patterns from the raw data that are fed into the platform.

Descriptive / Prescriptive / Predictive Insights – Based on 

the correlated data & patterns mined, descriptive (What has 

happened), prescriptive (What should be done) and predictive 

(What could happen) insights are revealed for appropriate 

actions.

Knowledge Base – The success of any artificial intelligence 

platform can be measured by the tome of knowledge the 

platform has aggregated over a period of time. This is utilised 

to provide prescriptive and predictive insights.

Benefits Learnt from AI QA Platform

The advantages of using an AI driven QA platform is huge. Key 

advantages that drive an SQA organisation to success are 

listed below.

Reduce Test Fatigue – Saving 15% to 20% of effort by 

removing duplicate test cases, definitely helps in improved 

productivity. Platform provides insight on the test cases that 

should be executed based on the risk identified using machine 

learning algorithms for the functionality under test. 

Extended Traceability – Plotting criticality of business 

objectives and functionality against vulnerabilities helps in 

determining a Go / No go decision. Primarily integrated with 

Release Management function and provides higher customer 

satisfaction as the product is released to market with ZERO 

vulnerabilities.
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Blockchain 
Technology & 

Cryptocurrencies 
Explained in 

Layman's Terms

Blockchain is the new buzzword across the globe. 

By now you've probably heard about the blockchain and 

cryptocurrency craze through a family member, friend, 

neighbor, colleague, boss, an Uber driver or the grocery shop 

owner. They would have discussed with you on how one could 

multiply their investments by 10X through virtual currencies 

like Bitcoin, Ethereum and 1300 other investable 

cryptocurrencies.  

How much do we really know about Blockchain Technology or 

Cryptocurrencies? The answer is “not much”. So, I thought of 

sharing the basic information on these terminologies using 

simple plain English without using too many technical Jargons. 

Hope you find this information useful. 

What are cryptocurrencies?

Cryptocurrencies are electronic currencies that don't physically 

exist. You can't pick up a bitcoin and hold it in your hand, or 

pull one out of your wallet. 

How many cryptocurrencies are there?

The number is always changing, but approximately, there were 

around 1,375 different virtual currencies that investors could 

potentially buy. If you have the time, money, and a team of 

technical people who understand how to code, you have an 

opportunity to develop your own cryptocurrency. It is very 

likely that new cryptocurrencies will continue entering the 

space as time passes.

Why were cryptocurrencies invented?

To fix many perceived flaws with the way money is transmitted 

from one party to another.

Cryptocurrencies work around the traditional financial system 

using blockchain technology.
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The first miner to solve these equations, and in the process, 

verify transactions on the ledger, gets a reward, which is 

known as a "block reward." This reward is paid out in virtual 

coins, and is an example of how bitcoin transactions are 

verified. This process is referred to as "proof of work."

The only other major verification process in place is known as 

"proof of stake." Instead of having people use tons of 

resources trying to solve complex equations to verify 

transactions, the proof of stake model chooses who gets to 

verify the next block of transactions based on their ownership 

of virtual currency. The more you own, the better chance you 

have of getting to verify transactions. With proof of stake, 

there is no competition among your peers and no excessive 

energy usage while solving complex equations, which can 

make it much more cost-effective.

The proof of stake model also rewards those folks who verify 

transactions differently. Instead of being paid in virtual coins, 

the stakeholder earns the transaction fees tied to that block of 

transactions. 

Are blockchain networks public or private?

The interesting thing is that blockchain can be public or 

private. As you might imagine, a private blockchain would 

appeal most to businesses, while public blockchains are most 

appealing to consumers who might want to use their virtual 

currency to buy goods or services, or to cryptocurrency 

investors.

A private blockchain, just as it sounds, allows a business to 

place restrictions on who has access to data, and who can 

make transactions on the network. Meanwhile, public 

blockchains allow anyone to join and participate. Bitcoin is an 

example of a public blockchain.

Is it true that cryptocurrency transactions are anonymous?

The answer to this is, "it depends." Most cryptocurrencies 

aren't as anonymous as you'd think. Sure, you don't have to 

supply your Social Security number or bank account to begin 

trading or investing in cryptocurrencies, but any transaction 

you make is still going to be recorded in the underlying digital 

ledger.

OK, so then, what is Blockchain?

Blockchain is the digital ledger where all transactions involving 

a virtual currency are stored. If you buy bitcoin, sell bitcoin, use 

your bitcoin to buy a Subway sandwich, and so on, it'll be 

recorded, in an encrypted fashion, in this digital ledger. The 

same goes for other cryptocurrencies.

Why is blockchain a potentially better choice than the current 

system of transferring money?

Blockchain offers many potential advantages, but is designed 

to cure three major problems in the current money 

transmittance system.

First, blockchain technology is decentralized. In simple terms, 

this just means there isn't a data center where all transaction 

data is stored. Instead, data from this digital ledger is stored 

on hard drives and servers all over the globe. The reason this 

is done is twofold: 1.) it ensures that no one person or 

company will have central authority over a virtual currency, 

and 2.) it acts as a safeguard against cyberattacks, such that 

criminals aren't able to gain control of a cryptocurrency and 

exploit its holders.

Secondly, as noted, there's no middleman with blockchain 

technology. Since no third-party bank is needed to oversee 

these transactions, the intent is for transaction fees to be lower 

than they currently are.

Finally, transactions on blockchain networks may have the 

opportunity to settle considerably faster than traditional 

networks. Let's remember that banks have rigid working hours, 

and they're closed at least one or two days a week. And, 

cross-border transactions can be held for days while funds are 

verified. With blockchain, this verification of transactions is 

ongoing, which provides the opportunity to settle transactions 

much more quickly, or perhaps even instantly.

There are multiple hard drives and graphics cards being used 

to mine these digital currencies. 

How are transactions verified on a blockchain?

After all, there are logistics involved, such as making sure that 

the same virtual coin isn't being spent twice. Often this 

verification falls onto a group of folks known as "miners."

Cryptocurrency miners are people with high-powered 

computers who are competing against other people with 

these high-powered computers to solve complex math 

equations. These equations are a product of the encryption 

designed to protect transaction data on the digital ledger.
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How should cryptocurrencies be valued?

Truth be told, no one knows the answer to this, because it's 

dependent on many factors. These include:

It's also unclear at times how cohesive a virtual coin and its 

underlying blockchain are. The example above involving 

Ripple's blockchain and its XRP shows how the two works well 

hand-in-hand. Not all cryptocurrencies have a coin that has a 

clear-cut use or enhances the value of its underlying 

blockchain. Therefore, valuing cryptocurrencies often proves 

difficult.

Why have cryptocurrencies gone up so much?

Again, there's no 100% correct answer here, but the key in their 

success remains with two factors. First, retail investors (i.e., 

non-professional investors) have accounted for most virtual 

currency trading. Institutional investors have kept to the 

sidelines because either their company won't allow them to 

invest in cryptocurrencies, or they're simply too volatile to 

merit an investment. Retail investors tend to be more reliant 

on their emotions relative to institutional investors, leading to 

moves that tend to overshoot to the upside, and downside.

The second factor is that this isn't exactly a "fair" market. 

Among traditional equities, like the stock market, an investor 

can buy, sell, and even bet against an equity. Money can be 

made if an equity moves up or down. With nearly all 

cryptocurrencies, except bitcoin, buying or selling is the only 

option. There is no way to make money if a cryptocurrency 

goes down, which naturally tends to incentivize buying. This 

probably won't last forever, but it's played a key role in pushing 

prices higher.

How quickly blockchain technology is adopted by bigger 

businesses

How quickly merchants are willing to accept virtual 

currencies as a form of payment

Whether governments around the world will accept 

cryptocurrencies as legal tender, or choose to ban them 

entirely.

There is, however, a group of cryptocurrencies known as 

"privacy coins" that have a sole purpose of beefing up the 

anonymity and privacy of a transaction. They use specialized 

protocols to help hide the identity of the sender of a payment. 

Monero and Dash are examples of coins that belong to this 

specialized group.

How do virtual coins fit into all of this?

Digital currencies are what investors are buying. In nearly all 

instances, buying a cryptocurrency won't give the investor any 

ownership in the underlying blockchain technology. This 

happens to be one of the biggest differences between 

cryptocurrencies and traditional investments, like stocks. If you 

buy stock in a publicly traded company, you own a fractional 

percentage of that business. That's not the case with most of 

the cryptocurrencies.

So, what does the virtual coins do? In many instances, the 

coins are required to pay for transactions fees on a blockchain. 

Ethereum, which is one of the largest cryptocurrencies by 

market cap behind bitcoin, requires users of its blockchain to 

pay transaction fees in its coin, known as Ether. But there are 

other potential applications.

For example, Ripple's coin, known as the XRP, may serve as an 

intermediary that'll allow transactions to settle faster. Ripple is 

a blockchain company that's focused on partnering with big 

banks and financial institutions. Imagine that a customer in 

Japan wants to make a payment to a business in the U.K. If this 

payment were routed through Ripple's blockchain, it could 

take the payment in Japanese yen, convert that payment into 

XRP coins, then convert those coins into British pounds. All of 

this could theoretically be done instantly, or at the very least 

considerably faster than traditional banks (and hopefully for a 

lower cost). 
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Is it too late to invest in bitcoin?

You don't have to buy 1 BTC or invest $15k to get started, you 

can start with the amount you can afford to lose.

Say, you invest $100 and if Bitcoin repeats its yearly return 

you'll have 2081% ROI (most probably it will exceed this figure).

Also, can you see any big crash in the above graph? It is the 

trader who loses money, they want to get rich by next week.

As I conclude, I would say, Invest the amount you can afford to 

lose.

Article References:

Long term store of value like Gold or Silver

Bitcoin is a world changing technology

The value of Bitcoin will keep changing (mostly rising) 

everyday

Convinced by known source to invest

Less of an investment, more like a transaction

USA Today

Forbes

Quora

Getty Images

What is Bitcoin to a Layman Investor?

How long do you need to hold onto your Bitcoin?

With Bitcoin jumping from $0 to nearly $15,000 in less than 10 

years, it is interesting to note that only 11 percent of people are 

willing to hold on that length of time to see where things go.

The majority are likely to hold for less than three years. 

Perhaps this is indicative of the lightning quick market that 

Bitcoin has built, attracting impatient investors.
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Blockchain – 
The Evolving 

Landscape

It was a bright sunny morning in Las Vegas on Dec 5, 2016, 

where I had gone to attend the Gartner Data Centre 

Conference. While everybody was talking about Cloud and 

Data Centers, IBM sported a huge Booth promoting not Data 

Center or Cloud, but a totally different technology - Blockchain. 

That was my first encounter with the technology in true sense. 

Up until then, I had heard of Blockchain only as technology 

behind the ‘BitCoins’.

Having been in the IT industry long enough to have used 

Punch Cards for Data Entry, I have witnessed many ‘Game 

Changing’ innovations. Still, I was still intrigued enough by the 

term to stay an extra day in Vegas and attend the Presentation 

by IBM - at the risk of being tempted to lose some money at 

the Casinos overnight.

Anyways, time went by and it wasn’t until I had some free time 

due to a personal mishap in June ‘17 that I started reading 

about Blockchain Technology. It is a pleasure to share some 

thoughts with all of you.

What Is Blockchain and how it works -

In 2008, the much publicized and still unknown entity 'Satoshi 

Nakamoto' wrote a paper about Peer-to-peer Electronic Cash 

System that was eventually used as underlying technology for 

the first Blockchain- Bitcoin. 

Since then, many variants of Blockchain Implementations have 

come to exist, both Public and Private - such as Bitcoin, 

Ethereum, Hyper ledger, Sawtooth etc., using different 

algorithms or consensus mechanisms. 
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New blocks of validated transactions are linked to older blocks, 

making a chain of blocks that show every transaction made in 

the history of that blockchain. The entire chain is continually 

updated so that every ledger in the network is the same, 

giving each member the ability to prove who owns what at 

any given time.

Its decentralized, open & cryptographic nature allows people 

to trust each other and transact peer to peer, making the need 

for intermediaries obsolete. This also brings unprecedented 

security benefits. Hacking attacks that commonly impact large 

centralized intermediaries like banks would be virtually 

impossible to pull off on the blockchain. For example — if 

someone wanted to hack into a specific block of a blockchain, 

a hacker would not only need to hack into that block, but all 

the proceeding blocks going back the entire history of that 

blockchain. And they would need to do it on every ledger in 

the network, which could be millions, simultaneously. 

Consensus Model

Different Consensus mechanisms allow secure updating of a 

distributed shared state. 

But to understand and appreciate the differences, first it may 

be important to understand what a blockchain is and how it 

offers the Security, Immutability & Transparency it is claims to 

offer.

Simply put, a blockchain is a type of distributed ledger or 

decentralized database that keeps continuously updated 

digital records, based on a consensus mechanism, of who 

owns what. Rather than having a central administrator like a 

traditional database, a distributed ledger has a network of 

replicated databases, synchronized via the internet and visible 

to anyone within the network. Blockchain networks can be 

private with restricted membership like an intranet, or public, 

like the Internet, accessible to any person in the world.

When a digital transaction is carried out, it is grouped together 

in a cryptographically protected block with other transactions 

and sent out to the entire network. 'Miners' (members in the 

network with high levels of computing power) then compete 

to validate the transactions by solving complex coded 

problems. The first miner to solve the problems and validate 

the block receives a reward. (In the Bitcoin Blockchain network, 

for example, a miner would receive Bitcoins). The validated 

block of transactions is then timestamped and added to a 

chain in a linear, chronological order. 

Common technique used for achieving fault tolerance in a 

distributed system is to distribute the shared state across 

multiple replicas in the network and updating according to 

pre-defined transition rules. This technique is known as state 

machine replication. Replication ensures that the state is not 

lost if one or more nodes crash. It ensures that all nodes with 

identical inputs, will eventually produce the same outputs 

resulting in eventual agreement on the change of state via the 

consensus protocol. The replicas also communicate with each 

other to build consensus and agree upon the finality of the 

state after a state change is executed. Different 

implementations of Blockchain use different consensus 

methods.
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Byzantine Fault Tolerance -

Hyperledger Fabric, which, till now, is the most popular 

permissioned blockchain platform being developed by the 

Linux Foundation, provides a flexible architecture with a 

pluggable consensus model. Hyperledger currently supports 

two consensus models – the popular Practical Byzantine Fault 

Tolerance algorithm (PBFT) and its variation SIEVE that can 

handle non-deterministic chaincode execution.

Different Consensus Models

Blockchain platforms use a range of consensus models which 

are PoW and PBFT in their original form or variations of it 

providing certain advantages desired over the original model. 

Bold new models are also proposed, such as Proof-of-Stake 

(PoS) and Proof-of-elapsed-Time (PoeT) and variations of PBFT 

appear as viable alternatives. Following is a review of the 

broad categories of consensus models used by the popular 

blockchain platforms. 

Proof of Work (PoW)–  

Proof of work is an algorithm whose main goal is deterring 

cyber-attacks such as a distributed denial-of-service attack 

(DDoS) which has the purpose of exhausting the resources of a 

computer system by sending multiple fake requests. It is a 

requirement to define an expensive computer calculation, also 

called mining, to verify the legitimacy of a transaction that 

needs to be performed to create a new group

of trustless transactions (called block) on a distributed ledger 

called blockchain.

Proof-of-Stake Model (PoS) –

Proof-of-Stake algorithms are designed to overcome the 

disadvantages of PoW algorithms in terms of the high 

electricity consumption involved in mining operations. PoS 

completely replaces the mining operation with an alternative 

approach involving a user's stake or ownership in the 

blockchain system. 

Proof of Elapsed Time – 

Another popular algorithm called Proof of Elapsed Time (PoET) 

is used by IntelLedger or SawtoothLake. It is intended to run in 

a Trusted Execution Environment, such as Intel's Software 

Guard Extensions (SGX). SawtoothLake is a blockchain 

platform developed by Intel and subsequently open sourced 

for use by the community. PoET uses a lottery-based election 

model based on SGX, where the protocol randomly selects the 

next leader to finalize the block.
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PBFT The Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance algorithm was the 

first practical solution to the achieving consensus in the face of 

Byzantine failures. It uses the concept of replicated state 

machine and voting by replicas for state changes. It also 

provides several important optimizations, such as signing, and 

encryption of messages exchanged between replicas and 

clients, reducing the size and number of messages exchanged, 

for the system to be practical in the face of Byzantine faults. 

SIEVE consensus protocol is designed to handle non-

determinism in chaincode execution. When non-determinism 

is present within the chaincode, it can produce different output 

when executed by different replicas in a distributed network. 

SIEVE handles transactions that are usually deterministic, but 

which may occasionally yield different outputs. 

The Byzantine Generals Problem-  
 
A group of generals, each 
commandeering a part of the Byzantine 
army has surrounded an enemy city. To 
attack the city, all generals have to 
agree on a battle plan. Generals can 
communicate via messengers only. 
The messengers might be captured by 
the enemy and the message might 
never reach the other general. The 
difficulty in the agreement is that one or 
more generals might be traitors and are 
interested in sabotaging the battle plan. 
To this end, they might send false 
messages, distort messages or not 
send any messages at all. All loyal 
generals will act according to the plan. 
A small number of traitors should not 
cause the loyal generals to adopt a bad 
plan. 



Emerging Landscape:

While there are several consortia developing industry specific 

variant of Blockchain implementations. Two of them seem to 

be emerging as leaders, if the companies joining the 

bandwagon is any indication. While IBM took an early lead 

with Fabric, an implementation of Linux Foundation's 

Hyperledger Project, more recently Enterprise Ethereum 

Alliance backed by likes Microsoft and using JPMorgan Chase's 

Quorum seems to be gaining popularity. Launched 12 months 

ago, The Enterprise Ethereum Alliance, the world's largest 

open-source Blockchain initiative, was established to connect 

Fortune 500 companies, Blockchain startups, academics, and 

industry experts together with a common goal. EEA is a non-

profit industry organization that defines standards, so 

application built on an Ethereum-derived platform will run on 

all Ethereum platforms as well as support the development of 

enterprise tools.

Ultimately, I think, it will not be any one Blockchain 

implementation but a combination of multiple overlapping 

Blockchains.

Consensus models used by popular blockchain platforms 

today are largely driven by the type of applications the 

platform expects to cater to and the threats it envisages to the 

integrity of the chain. Typically, the permission-less platforms 

are achieving robust consensus among very high number of 

untrusted peers using computational or memory complexity 

while sacrificing transaction finality and throughput. On the 

other hand, the permissioned, consortium blockchains are 

opting for a less scalable but much higher throughput model 

that ensures faster transaction finality.
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Is IT Truly 
Enabling Digital 
Transformation?

Companies have been running helter-skelter to embrace 

Digital Transformation. It is indeed a jarring reason- speed to 

market. In a new world of winner takes all , only companies 

that can get their products and the services earliest with 

perfection out in the market stand a chance of seeing the next 

day. The growing impatience of users and high customer 

acquisition costs just does not make things easier. Leaders 

need to make faster decisions, employees need to recalibrate 

themselves to the growing trends quicker and IT departments 

need to enable this recalibration faster!

But the human in the IT department cannot infinitely increase 

his/her proficiency.

No matter how many more times he/she does, the person 

cannot do faster after a point in time It does smoothen in 

some point as it is evident from the learning curve.  Now the 

solution is not adding more people into the IT team. Yes it 

does help in getting the work done faster, but it will also 

increase the cost. IT is always a Cost Centre in every 

organization. And it truly needs to be an enabler. Not a 

headache.

With the growth of cloud, connected devices, exponential data 

usage, new forms of security threats it becomes more 

necessary for IT as a function to pre-empt the onslaught of 

uncertainties. IT needs to be become a strategic partner 

instead of just being a tactical partner. This will also mean that 

IT can become proactive instead of being reactive to all 

business requirements.

This context gives voice to the cry for IT and business process 

automation. Automation can be made the fulcrum around 

which IT operations' strategy can be built. But what if you are 

wondering should the entire IT processes be disassembled? 

The answer is a resounding No.
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This is where GAVS Technologies can help. Our understanding 

of the IT Infrastructure world helped us in developing the 

automation solution that can resolve most of the often-faced 

pain points by companies attempting to digitally transform 

themselves. The research group Everest hence recognized us a 

“Major Contender” in their PEAK Matrix for IT Infrastructure 

Automation in 2017. Our offering zMan can thus become the 

go to solution for all Automation-as-a-Service needs. Our 

solution in its canopy has an answer to ITPA, ITSM and BPA 

needs. The solution uses the industry defined workflow-based 

process automation. Our solution will not only let you 

automate server reboots, it can also automate on boarding 

and off boarding along with its unique feature of helping to 

track environment changes. In an era of agile and DevOps 

servers and environment needs to be available at the fastest 

pace to the developers and testers. So, getting to know how 

the environment on which they work changes constantly helps 

to understand the Infrastructure Management teams.

When CIOs and CTOs try to find answers to the various 

demands of their CEOs, the thing that keeps running in their 

minds are how can I embrace technology faster at a lower cost 

to get better results to get the title of a digitally transformed 

organization. A definite pillar in this answer is IT Process 

automation and Business Process Automation. It is only when 

automation gets embraced by the team that evangelises the 

need for cutting edge technologies in the system, other teams 

follow suit. What better way to set an example other than 

being their forerunner technology users?

Sources:

Typically a human is needed as 

a supervisor or for exception at 

the designed decision levels. Let 

us take the case of a new 

employee onboarding. Every 

organization has its own typical 

set of steps of documentation 

and verification. And this is 

usually the same. If a workflow 

is designed for this process, a 

human is only needed at the 

level of verification and sign off. 

From the initial trigger email to 

the sharing of credentials an 

automated workflow can take 

care of it. This will thus help in 

completing the digital 

transformation. By embracing 

automation in both IT and non 

IT functions IT can help solve 

the digital transformation 

enigma.  
The question remains how?

Sometimes it is small steps that give astounding results. It all 

starts with a simple brainstorming session. Sit down with your 

IT engineers and understand every process he does. Then 

figure out which are the most repeatable portions. Eg- Let's 

say he deals with many Active Directory password resets. And 

you go Eureka- Here I have my first use case for automation. 

Now all you must do is, figure out a way to automate this!

With the growth of Cloud and DevOps it is only natural that 

companies are focussing more on functional automation but 

at times in the mix of things the low hanging fruit is missed. 

The low hanging fruit in this case is IT Process Automation and 

Orchestration. This can be done by that are workflows based. 

The main requisite from these tools are that they need to 

integrate with other management and enterprise tools already 

present in the system. IT teams typically handle various 

processes at system, applications and network levels. Each 

process has various tasks. If the automation workflow can take 

over the mundane tasks and keep a human decision point in 

the work flow for better control over the process, IT teams can 

further focus on improving their service levels. Organizations 

can focus more on revenue generation needs. 

Implementations are usually done with various workflow 

templates where each task is represented by a single workflow.

Moving across other cost centres we can find various back 

office and administration functions. These are again a set of 

processes. Thus, comes the umbrella called Business Process 

Automation(BPA). When every process can be represented as 

a set of templates with their own triggers enables by a 

communication channel, human intervention can be made 

minimal. 

Gartner- Market Guide for IT Process Automation

https://www.cs.vu.nl/~frankh/dilbert.html 
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AI Everywhere

I recently saw on BBC's 'Click', an episode on humanoid 

robots. With its mask on, and its expressive eyes, rubbery 

spines et al, I was left wondering just how long would it be 

when Hollywood sci-fi turns a reality, but finally with Spencer 

Kelly's assurance that intelligent robots are not going to chase 

us up the stairs anytime soon, I was ready to go back to the 

benefits of AI. 

AI is the simulation of intelligent behavior in computers and 

machines, building capabilities into them to imitate humans' 

intelligence. AI can learn on its own, for e.g.; take Google's 

DeepMind that can co-relate and reach meanings that don't 

rely on behavioral algorithms. 'Echo', and 'Siri', today are two 

of the most common AI we use in our daily lives; AI figures in 

weather forecasting, fashion, tax preparation and more. 

AI is all around us, we find its application in most aspects of 

businesses and in those aspects away from business. Our lives 

and businesses are more and more driven by technologies 

such as behavioral algorithms, our searches powered by their 

suggestions and powerful predictive capabilities.

IT Networks

With big data analytics and Machine Learning, IT networks are 

getting more intelligent. What if those networks could warn us 

about a potential outage, and those predictions allow network 

traffic to be rerouted, unaffected and safe? That sort of 

autonomous action and capability, the self-aware networks 

aided by AI is the future of IT networks. Cloud computing, 

huge storage capabilities available thru open source software, 

and their unprecedented performances beyond geographies 

and walls allow massive amounts of data gathering and in turn 

powerful analytics to enable intelligence into networks to 

provide smarter and better-informed decisions.
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FB assures that the project doesn't mean our random thoughts 

can be decoded, rather it is about decoding only those words 

we decide to share when we send them to the speech center 

of our brains! What that means is, I get to be mad at 

whomever I want, call them names in my head and you won't 

know until I decide and want to write that into text. Cool 

enough I decide!

Skin-Hearing

FB is also working on enabling humans to hear thru their skin - 

copy what the cochlea in our ear does - translates sound into 

specific frequencies for our brains. Obviously, this would allow 

the hearing impaired 'hear' thru their skin. They are 

experimenting on this working with a system of actuators 

tuned to 16 frequency bands, the test subjects were successful 

with a vocabulary of 9 words that they could hear thru their 

skin...

AI for better client interactions

The MIT Human Dynamics Lab were able to prove the 

existence of social signals in human communication, and their 

power, and they proved machines can detect these and 

interpret them.  Cogito, the company says "Cogito detects 

human signals and provides live behavioral guidance to 

improve the quality of every interaction." That's AI powered by 

behavioral science, "grounded in proven scientific theory and 

validated thru millions of real-world data points, Cogito helps 

to create happier, healthier and more productive people".  

Today, Cogito is reputedly one of the best examples of 

behavioral adaptation to improve customer support thru 

emotional intelligence for phone professionals. They analyze 

human voice to provide real-time guidance to enhance 

behavior and customer interactions.

 It is a huge collaboration with UC San Francisco, UC Berkeley, 

John Hopkins Medicine, Johns Hopkins University's Applied 

Physics Lab and Washington University School of Medicine in 

St. Louis. Specialists in machine learning for decoding speech 

and language, building optical neuroimaging systems with 

advanced spatial resolution and next-generation neural 

prosthetics are working together in this project.

Brain-Typing

Facebook's research Lab 'Building 8' is also working on brain to 

computer connection, that would allow our minds to type - a 

paralyzed patient at Stanford can type using her mind, thanks 

to an implanted sensor, and FB wants to do it without surgical 

implants.

Today we have environmental groups demanding for sensors 

that form the foundation of AI, they want sensors in submarine 

cables to measure environmental aspects like climate change 

analysis and so on. Highly instrumented networks are able to 

generate high volumes of Big Data which feeds into Machine 

Learning and enable them to get increasingly self-aware and 

on their way to becoming (intelligent) Autonomous networks. 

Self-driving cars

To me, that's Tesla first, but as I write this, according to 

cnbc.com, "Amazon, Intel, Nvidia and Cisco all made 

announcements about autonomous driving at CES, joining a 

host of rivals and partners that have publicly reported their 

efforts. To accommodate, the annual Las Vegas trade show 

expanded its space for self-driving technologies this year by 

over one third." Today nearly all the big tech names agree that 

the self-driving car market has too big a potential to ignore. 

So, coming back to Tesla as I am a die-hard Elon Musk fan, 

Tesla is reputedly 'one of the best cars ever made', for not just 

its self-driving features and  the awesome predictive 

capabilities, but for its uber technological 'cool' quotient, and 

they are getting smarter with every update.

Neural Lace

Elon Musk's project Neuralink, a brain-computer interface 

venture, works to have a micron-sized device, 'Neural Lace',  

implanted in the human brain to enable humans upload or 

download information from a computer. See what I mean 

when I say AI Everywhere? No wonder the RollingStone calls 

Musk "The Architect of Tomorrow", he is a true Titan! 

Neura link is being developed to help people overcome 

chronic health problems like epilepsy. This ambitious project is 

working towards having you and I communicate brain to 

brain; that means leaving speech and words out of 

communication entirely... Just imagine, I see a Claude 

Monet's painting, and I can directly transfer that to you 

VIVIDLY, brain to brain!!!
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AI aided shopping

Amazon is one of the best examples of getting their 

algorithms refined every year, and they are quite accurate with 

their predictions on what we want to shop for, the brands that 

interest us, our size, our favorite colors and every other detail 

about our shopping preferences. We soon reach that stage 

where the online page looks customized to suit our 

preference!

AI improves on its every earlier iteration, becoming more 

aware and teaching itself to widen its knowledge and 

capabilities. And club that to quantum computing to solve life's 

most complex problems like famine, disease, etc., when AI will 

be the true brains of these super-human computers. Though 

we have not yet reached Hollywood levels of Ex Machina, we 

may be working towards a time when, if quantum computer 

ever goes online, we are going to make the rest of the world's 

computing obsolete. With no quantum resistant cryptography, 

countries may not be able to protect their assets from enemy 

nations. That will sort of dwarf Ex Machina, wouldn't it?

The more I read on AI, I realize just how big it is already 

playing in our lives and future plans. An update today says 

"Your smile can now tell your gender - existing automatic 

gender recognition techniques use static images and compare 

fixed facial features" - 40 landmarks on the face, largely 

around the eyes, mouth and nose... I am happy when I read 

"women are thought to be more expressive in how they 

smile...." So there, ladies, we now have AI stamped smile 

power!

AI for concierge services and the travel industry

Think 'John Paul', the reputed luxury travel concierge company 

started by David Amsellem. The predictive algorithms for their 

client interactions are so powerful and potent that  they know 

their existing clients' needs and preferences to a T. 'John Paul' 

provides the concierge services for large companies like Air 

France, VISA and Orange. Similarly, 'Boxever' is another 

company that invests heavily on ML to improve customer 

experience in the travel industry, and ML enables them to 

deliver what they call 'micro moments', experiences to delight 

their customers.

AI to keep you warm / cool

That to me is the ubiquity of AI. The Nest thermostat's 

webpage currently says “Programs itself, then pays for itself. 

meet the 3rd gen Nest Learning Thermostat. It has new rings 

and a big sharp display, and it saves energy, the most beautiful 

part" (independent studies showed that it saved people an 

average of 10% to 12% on heating bills and 15% on cooling 

bills. So in under two years, it can pay for itself.) Nest can now 

be voice-controlled by Alexa, it learns from the user's heating 

and cooling needs thru behavioral algorithms, anticipates and 

adjusts in their home / office based on personal needs!

AI for entertainment, think 'Netflix'

We all know Netflix analyzes tons of records to suggest films 

for us to watch based on our past viewing choices. It's 

accuracy is based on the predictive technology from our 

reactions to films.
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Search Engine 
Optimization

The New Era

The millennial world has witnessed so many changes that has 

incredibly changed the way businesses have been marketing 

their products. As a boy I have seen people sticking their 

products' advertisements in street news boards to market their 

product and I am now seeing people posting advertisements 

of their products online. From pasting posters on compound 

walls to posting advertisements in their Facebook walls, it 

has been an interesting journey for advertising.

Similarly, companies that explore the Search Engine Zone have 

been so productive and helpful when they provide the 

information to the users. “Just GOOGLE it” are the words that 

come out involuntarily from your mouth when someone 

expresses his inability to understand something. But have you 

ever thought where Google gets all the information from, to 

help you understand what you are searching for? It is indeed 

right that Google does follow many systematic methodologies 

in order to fetch the best results that it could obtain for you 

from the content that you have entered in the search criteria. 

Search Engine Optimization is the process of optimizing a 

website so that it is easy for people to find it with the help of 

search engines like google, yahoo, etc. 

Why is it so important for companies to understand SEO?

Marketing, these days is not just limited to promotions and 

advertisements. Companies in this modern era are trying to 

sell their products even while you are looking out for options. 

The best example is a supermarket that always has chocolates 

at the billing counter. This is quite tricky as the shopkeeper 

tries to capture your attention while you are still taking out the 

money for paying your bill. Sometimes, if there is any cash 

that has to be returned to you, you tend to buy those 

chocolates with it. Likewise, capitalists are now targeting their 

customers by marketing their brands through the companies 

in the Search Engine Zone.

By Vignesh Narayanan
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The analysis further says that a slow website is considered to 

be an unworthy site and that readers would not have enough 

patience to wait for the website to open up. 

Always remember you are writing for humans

One of the prime and the foremost points in the write board is 

that, a SEO analyst should always prepare content that always 

interests people and is always relevant. If you are planning to 

include unnecessary words its sure that you are going to lose 

the race. When you're writing, you should always seek to offer 

some sort of value to your readers without which you will not 

be able to gain the opportunity of invoking the interest in 

them. If you are running out of content and you really want to 

build up your website you can start looking for the other 

alternative keywords and start including them as well with 

proper relevance.

Make it to a count

It is always said that a few words of a fresh content are always 

better than pages of repetitive content. But usually the basic 

criteria that satisfies the reader is the content and that Search 

Engines tend to populate contents with more number of 

words in the top list of options. So, to win this game it is 

always necessary that you may have to ensure that you mix up 

the right content and also keep up the freshness of it.  It is also 

a mandate that the more descriptive you are, the better is 

your website in terms of SEO ranking.

Create the data so relevant that readers get the exact 

information they are looking for.

Make sure that you link relevant websites to yours as it 

fuels your website's exposure and increases the probability 

of a person reaching your website.

Like how titles and subtitles are very important so is the 

meta data which is equally important as it makes the user 

easily identify if your website is  relevant for his/her search. 

Search Engines are not just Finders in the internet

The fundamental concept of how a Search Engine works is by 

searching with the help of keywords. However not many 

people know that Search Engines also collects and analyzes 

the data that people search using them. They also look at 

which geographic location you are accessing it from and also 

how many such kind of searches people have made with that 

keyword from that particular location. In fact, big companies 

like Google would also analyze the content that people do 

search and also would pull out information accordingly.

The best example here would be the current affairs. If you are 

present in the US and are searching google with the keyword 

'President', it would bring results based on the current 

President of The States. Similarly, when you do a search 

elsewhere it gives out the result of that particular nation's 

President and leaves the rest of the countries. The biggest stir 

in the field of SEO was created by Google, which after 

launching their product Google Chrome started analyzing the 

data users tried searching over the web by snooping into the 

browser's history. 

It's definitely not just about Keywords

It has long been a myth that the keywords that are used in a 

website always matter the most and a string of keywords 

interspersed with connecting words really bags gold. The 

truth, however is that the content that the website carries is 

equally important as the keywords. But it is always good to 

maintain a list of all the keywords as well, and  the number of 

times you use the keywords  is equally important to maintain a 

tool that you can use to get your rank for the keyword. Say, 

Keyword position checker! The next biggest draw point here is 

that another keyword that is closely related to the used 

keyword has to be chosen with care and has to be used. The 

effectiveness of this idea improves your rank with how closely 

the alternative word is to the keyword.

There are other factors that have to be considered while 

writing content for a website. They are: 

Unwanted animations need to be stopped as it may 

slowdown the website's opening

Gone are the days that people patiently waited for the 

website to load and get the data from it to use it. Recent 

statistics proves that a 1 second delay while opening a 

website can disrupt the customer conversion by 7%.
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Nowadays it has become so mandatory that e-commerce and 

web based marketing are tools that are adopted by everyone 

and companies that would not follow them are bound to go 

off- color in the market.

Search Engine Optimization is a very effective tool that attracts 

the general public and is a proven crowd puller as internet and 

computers have become an everyday part of every human's 

life. With all these developments and improvements, the SEO 

is only going to improvise the marketing strategy methods 

and thereby improve the overall profit for the company.

As always said 'Success is never deserved but always earned, 

the SEO only frames the basic rules and principles for 

advertising on the website, but it all depends on the creativity 

of the site moderator or the analyst to make sure the website 

is always made available to users.

SimilarWeb

MozBar,

Impactana,

META SEO Inspector,

Tag Assistant,

Keywords Everywhere,

Spark Content Optimizer,

LinkMiner,

Buzzmarker.

Make Changes

The job of a SEO Analyst doesn't end once he writes content 

and posts it in the website. But he has to keep monitoring the 

changes in the field and should always keep updating the 

changes such that he would not only attract new readers but 

also attract new visitors to the website. You also have to check 

for other stuff in the website like advertisements, the color and 

also the graphics to ensure it attracts readers. This is a main 

reason as a too many pop-ups, irrelevant colors and 

sometimes even ugly borders and over shady pictures can 

play spoil sport.

Google the biggest SEO explorer:

Google, the well-known Search Engine Tech giant has already 

left its footprint in the field of SEO and have started giving out 

tools that could help the SEO Analysts to design their own 

website more effectively. 

With the evolution of its browser Google's following extensions 

have brought about the SEO factor:
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The Creative 
Mind: Head 

Above Ground
 It fascinates me when I wonder how some manage to keep 

churning out new products and technologies on a regular 

basis. There's always something new and better in the market 

each day as businesses compete against each other while 

eventually aiming to produce their latest innovation to hit the 

market. We people are change-weary, yet these changes are 

often in response to a world that is changing even faster. 

Makes one feel so insignificant, isn't it? How can we be 

successful amidst the competition? Answer is, it's not a simple 

matter of size. Successful innovation has always been a matter 

of attitude and practice. Try something; it doesn't work? Go on 

to something else. Which is, we make our productive failures 

as part of the organization's culture. Samuel Beckett once 

quoted: “All of old. Nothing else ever. Ever tried. Ever failed. 

No matter. Try again. Fail again. Fail better.” That's when we 

make our failures productive. 

If we want to continue to be ahead of the curve in the 

marketplace, becoming more effective and accelerating 

change will offer us a competitive advantage. Although failure 

seems scary and shameful, in the end we learn from our 

mistakes. "A ship in a harbor is safe, but that's not why ships 

are built." If we do not leave the safe harbor and take risks, 

then we are not truly innovating. Say in a year someone claims 

that they didn't fail at all, then you know they're either lying or 

they were being incredibly reluctant to accept new ideas or 

resistive of changes. In both cases, we don't call that positive 

attitude. It's only acceptable when this someone shows you a 

time that they failed but learnt something really valuable, or 

were able to pivot from something that didn't work to 

something that did later. When it comes to competition and 

innovation, the worst thing to do is to bury our heads in the 

sand. We might not want to hear about all the dangers, or 

consider the amount of hard work success will take, but it's the 

only way to lift our heads above ground. Being ready to face 

this reality.
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Although we appreciate whatever we have and how much we 

have of it, there's always a dilemma whether to invest on brand 

new products or improve the existing ones. The answer is, as 

long as we're learning, we should do both to continuously 

bring new values to business. Like organization culture, 

whether we know it or not, all organizations have a learning 

culture as long as humans are employed to it. Cause we are all 

biologically wired to learn while we can't really stop doing it. 

Take a step forward and imagine what happens if our 

organization's system starts influencing each other, 

encouraging both employees and organization to develop 

knowledge and competence.

Learning culture simply means “high impact” on the 

organization as a whole – to increase the knowledge, 

competence, and performance. It has been rationally quoted 

by Will Rogers, “Even if you're on the right track, you'll get 

run over if you just sit there.” So, we need to take that 

proactive step to get our basics right, and the results will 

follow. Eventually, as we move in one track, it gets difficult to 

see things in a new light but changing the mindset to see 

these problems as new opportunities could help. “Never fail 

to fail” – when we invite the valuable lessons that come from 

failure; creativity and innovation soar high, and learning 

occurs. 

It is inevitable that some failure may occur as we work to 

implement change. Accepting failure as an inevitable part of 

the learning process frames a positive message to each other.

We ought to remember, organizations managing change and 

innovation most effectively are the ones taking time to 

recognize and celebrate success; they who acknowledge that 

change can be stressful, require long hours and extra effort. 

Accepting and recognizing this will go a long way towards

motivating each other to continuously respond positively.

In the 2015 movie “Jurassic World”, there are quite a lot of 

lessons to take back. Firstly, it was well-known that the classic 

Jurassic park fans were going to watch the sequel but to 

approach their bigger, younger audience, the crew had the 

latest acting icons on board to play their roles. Now that's an 

influence! Finding the right new ideas: something more 

popular or trending. Secondly, as they say many times in the 

movie, innovation is the key that allowed them to move 

forward. Basically their goal was to make their product/service 

better by spending big money improving technology, 

sharpening design and mainly strengthening their huge lizards 

which were once created through DNA extraction from ancient 

mosquitoes trapped in amber. The only way to succeed in the 

market is through solid innovation. “Do it differently. Don't 

copy the competition. Spend less on trying to reach 

everyone, instead build presence by offering the best product 

you can“.
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